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Abstract: Remote sensing data are useful for primary and detailed estimations in geological and environmental
problems: from development of general geographic map for gridding the surface measurements up to the
structural geological reconstructions. For processing one has to consider both endogenous and exogenous
processes which influence on the peculiarities of satellite image or airphoto. As the result we need the
parametric analysis of mentioned data in addition to visual decoding. The key parameters are borrowed from
spectrum analysis, statistics and functional analysis. One of advanced element of our approach is automated
lineament decoding which is used for geological mapping at the different levels of generalization.
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INTRODUCTION As the tool for processing remote sensing materials

In the industrial projects frequently there is the recognition of images on the base of reference objects or
necessity of forecast under conditions of a priori without training, thirdly, the quantitative recalculations
information minimum [1]. For example, this  information [2,3]. Among the set of interpretation approaches to
can be presented by the general data of tectonic position interpretation of satellite slide and aerophotography the
of area, the outlines of position of particular endogenous lineament decoding [4] and pattern recognition [5]
or sedimentary ore-deposits. The customer defines represent the basic methods of their structural and
geographic gridding of licensed contours and under quantitative description.
absence of additional data, including geophysical fields, The lineament is linearized set of heterogeneous
formulates the problem of localization of objects, which forms of landscape, considered as the geological
are perspective with regard to the given ore deposit, for fracturing, activated in newest geological time. Non-
planning detailed surface geological and geophysical determined character of mapped landscape objects
surveys for certified drilling. Seeing these conditions one defined till now the dominant of manual approach to
can do the forecast just on the basis of accessible lineament decoding, i.e. the dominant of subjective
materials of multispectral remote sensing data (MRSD) or estimation of remote sensing data structure. Distributed
large-scale aerial photograph (AP). At the same time, software like subroutine LESSA in system ER DAS are
these materials are the most problem one among   the capable to linearize just the local forms of landscape that
other data of remote monitoring. It is caused  first of  all causes the additional visual estimations of the skilled
by  projection   in  one  plane  of  half-tone picture of non- expert.
separable images (effects) of exogenous and endogenous Pattern recognition represents the attempt to
objects. Besides, in applied projects we always deal with formalize the description of structure of field of optical
bounded time or with searching of general laws in the density (on remote sensing data) on the basis of linear
continuously increased database of remote sensing. statistical  criteria. Under absence of the reference object

they use, firstly, the lineament decoding, secondly, the
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(without training) the empirically cumulative histogram of software create the basis for processing materials of air
optical density field is approximated by set of normal photographing in the real mode of time. Finally, author’s
distribution functions which are used for clustering this algorithm of lineament decoding at the different levels of
histogram and, as the result, for the transformations of generalization [6,7] admits the investigation of
MRSD or AP in cluster map. Under consideration of anthropogenic slumps and cracking in the area of quarries
reference object (with training) the pattern recognition is and mines development.
based on the linear discriminant function, classified our Calculation of pollution of atmosphere surface layer
sample on the linear criteria of similarity with the reference is carried out in Russia with standardized software
sample in hyperspace of detection. In both methods the "Ecolog" [8], where all sources of emissions are classified
linear approach gives the reliable only under condition of as point, linear and areal. The diffuse halation of harmful
space-related stationarity of empirical sample. Obviously substances is computed from the set of heterogeneous
this condition with regard to the field of optical density is sources seeing the built-up area, relief local forms, wind
idealization. rose and the concentration of these substances on mouth

Nonrigourous criteria of interpretation of remote of emission sources. The correct gridding of the last ones
sensing data structure seeing the factors defining the supposes imposing contours of diffusive zones and
problem character of given kind materials, cause the view remote sensing data in the GIS-shell. Thus we get the
in the environment of geologists and geophysicists to visual demonstration of spreading the area of excess of
these materials as to the subsidiary ones. In our projects MAC (maximum allowable concentration) on residential
the absence of alternative geophysical data has forced us areas outside the buffer area and the degradation of soil-
to create the unitary system of algorithms and the vegetative cover.
programs which carry out the structural analysis, There is the normative technique concerning the
forecasting and, in the long term, quantitative pollution of surface waterway in which the interval
recalculations. between zero section line (area of waste discharge) and

Methods of Solution of Some Environmental Problems: supposed to be linear. The impoverishment of harmful mix
Within tectonically passive regions, where the effects is related to the dilution which is modeled with elementary
from endogenous processes do not exceed the effects of proportions and half-sums of concentrations.
exogenous ones, in particular, the anthropogenic Multispectral satellite slides allow to solve here two
influences, we traditionally consider the condition and problems: firstly, modeling the distribution of pollution in
time-related dynamics of local ecological systems. In the the waterway of real geometry, secondly, mapping the
simplest case MRSD and AP are used as the geographical stagnant areas in the structure of waterway with
basis on which the results of normative modeling the accumulation of harmful substances. In the first case the
distributions of pollution in surface layer of atmosphere satellite slide gives the pattern of waterway contour,
and  surface  waterway  are  superimposed.  It  is possible which is imported into finite-element software with next
to  use  the combination of spectral bands that gives numerical modeling of flow structure and particles transfer
quasi-color  presentation  of  investigated  area.  This (Figure 1).
color-separation within the fold areas and shields In the problem of ecological monitoring within
supposes mapping the structural-geological formations significant areas we can not cover the whole area by the
whereas within the platforms with the sedimentary and a set of surface measurements and need to apply MRSD in
soil-vegetative cover quasi-color presentations allow to the form of combination of spectral bands with using one
locate anthropogenically changed polygons. For the of infra-red bands. The quasi-color representation of
quantitative estimations the analysis of structure of power image shows the vicinity of man-caused objects is marked
Fourier spectrum of satellite slide is applied. The by warm tones which coincide with the thermal anomalies
determined relations with regard to the strikes of the in the geological environment. It gives us the way for
structures of remote sensing materials, for one hand and primary ecological zoning of platform areas for planning
the set of Fourier spectrum harmonics, for another hand, detailed surface ecological measurements [9]. If satellite or
allows to reconstruct the rose-diagram of main strikes of air photography is carried out with the regular time period
landscape forms. Realization of Fourier transforms and on same tectonically passive territory, one can estimate
pass-band filters in laboratory set-up and particular the significant landscape dynamics.

control section line (the area of MAC compliance) is
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Fig. 1: Combined processing the remote sensing data with linear and non-linear water pollution models. 1 - flow rate
profile; 2 - the scalar field of concentration value; 3 - the distance between zero- and control section line

Fig. 2: The airphoto of aeolian structures (in the upper surface is reduced by Fourier transform in the power
part  of  figure)  and  its  space-related  spectrum spectrum. The last one marks the effect of oil films
(in the bottom left part of figure) with appearance as high-frequency harmonics disappearance,
reconstruction of rose-orientation and test angles caused by suppression of short-wave components on
between dominating trend azimuths (according to water surface. The automated recognition of the polluted
the technique by B.N. Movchan, 1990) water area requires masking low-frequency area Fourier

For this purpose each of satellite slides or airphotos significant decreasing of general intensity of optical
is transformed in Fourier power spectrum with following signal in spectrum plane [10].
reconstruction of rose-diagrams of main strikes of The lineament decoding finishes the list of MRSD
landscape forms (the spectrum harmonics are strongly processing methods. Instead of the traditional visual
perpendicular to the corresponding structures of image in decoding or application of distributed software we use
object plane, Figure 2). With time the structure of rose- author's fully-automated algorithm of decoding with
diagram may be stationary or with the rotation on the drawing structural maps [11]. The idea of algorithmization
same angle in one direction – the case of stationary of this procedure and the most part of problems, where
landscape. If the number of axis of rose-diagram and their these maps are applied, concern to the geological
strikes are changed it means the significant anthropogenic investigations.  Final lineament maps have the completed

influence on the landscape. The final aim is in the
definition of mode of land tenure that’s actual under
conditions of ecological disbalance.

The Fourier transform is applied for processing the
remote sensing materials (helicopter photography, the
image of side looking radar) in real mode of time, in
particular, for monitoring the oil pollution within northern
sea water areas of Russia. The experimental set-up is
pilotless device, capable of the fly in radius up to 30 km in
the vicinity of ecological boat and carrying the digital
camera, GPS-navigator and the broadcasting system
transmitting the image with coordinates to the boat. The
side looking radar can be installed directly on the
ecological boat. The particular image of choppy water

spectrum. As the result we find the oil film on the
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Fig. 3: Decoding remote sensing materials at the different levels of generalization. 
a. Original satellite image; b. high-frequency decoding on remote sensing data; 
c. mid-frequency decoding; d. regional structural reconstruction.

character: the tops of coaxial lineaments are connected rotation of lineament which coincides with the minimum
with each other, forming extended or circular structures; dispersion of optical density field along this lineament.
practically all tops of lineaments with different azimuth of The final map is used for additional processing with
strike become isolated by crossing them extended or grouping the isolated lineaments in extended and circular
circular structures; the rest of lineaments are eliminated by structures. The formal criterion for this procedure is in the
filters. The appearance of new lineament structures in angular deviation of lineaments set with regard to their
vicinity of working mine detects the antropogenic average spatial axis and the dispersion of angle of
influence on the disjunctive tectonics. deviations. The minimum dispersion and the angle of

Methods of Solution of Particular Geological Problems: the attributes of grouping the local lineaments in extended
Initially processing MRSD concerns mapping the structure. Otherwise we check up the hypothesis about
structural-material complexes, mapping the elements of lineaments grouping in the arch of circular structure. The
disjunctive  and plicated dislocations, tracing the similar decoding is carried out at the different levels of
elements of spatial control of mineral deposits. In our case generalization and gives for particular satellite slide the
limited by investigation of tectonic elements and factors set of structural-lineament maps distinguished by degree
of the structural control of mineral deposits, it is possible of detail (Figure 3). This operation is based on application
to exclude the subjective estimations and create the of algorithm of the optimum filtration dividing the areal
system of formal criteria used for qualitative and signal on the set of conditionally independent frequency
quantitative interpretation of optical density field of components.
MRSD. On the basis of lineament decoding we develop

Basically the algorithm transforms the field of optical software which gives the result according to the following
density into local, isolated linear elements. The procedure geological ideas:
includes, firstly, searching points of extremum both in the
field of optical density and in field of its horizontal Ore deposit as the geological phenomena, due to the
gradient, secondly, the rotation of elementary linear migration of endogenous fluids, vertical sublimation
elements around of extremum points with selection of of magmas, belongs to the penetrable area of earth
values of analyzed field with using local spline crust;
approximations, thirdly, the determination of optimal strike The majority of geological objects of the same
on each of elementary linear elements. The formal criterion genesis are naturally correlated to particular spatial
of optimality of strike of particular lineament is angle of axes and have determined spatial step;

deviation which is not exceeding 3-5 , are considered as0
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Ore deposits as the anomalous geological without reference mineral deposits. The experience shows
phenomena, coincides with the area of greatest there is the narrow group of endogenous objects which
spatial variability of geological and geophysical can be forecasted with using the value of radius of point
detections. The structures of last ones have the of spiral wave front which includes the anomaly of
property of spatial periodicity and, therefore, are variance of geological-geophysical detections:
reflection of wave processes in the geological subterranean waters, oil and gas deposit, polymetallic
environment. deposit, kimberlite pipes.

Seeing the first idea the penetrable area of earth crust CONCLUSION
are considered to be the zones of discordant intersection
of imposed structural plans which have different depth Seeing continuously updating database of remote
and age. These plans can be represented by plicated sensing materials the system of algorithms and the
dislocation in a relief of interfaces between different author's software admitting the acceleration of processing
structural-material complexes. The geological fracturing and interpretation of these materials is created. The
developing in the curve of folds can cause forming such original methods are:
penetrable areas. We need to sort the zones of discordant
intersection of imposed structural plans which are Automated lineament-structural decoding remote-
reflected in lineaments map to get the set of perspective sensing data at different levels of generalization with
zone with possible penetration of endogenous matter: the drawing up structural-tectonic maps; 
perspective zones are detected by the set of concentric The spectrum processing focused, firstly, on the
fractures. The nature of the last ones isn’t determinate: it analysis of frequency structure of Fourier spectrum,
can be the trace of anomalous heating in the vicinity of secondly, on the recalculation of satellite slide
hot point (floating plume); area of block subsidence under structure in the rose-diagram of dominating strikes
conditions of stage-by-stage replacement of material landscape forms and, thirdly, on estimation of
structure of sedimentary (volcanogenic-sedimentary) variability of spectrum in time;
complexes; the result of the central impact in the vicinity Mapping the elements of the structural control of
of cumulative intrusion of endogenous object. The mineral deposits on the basis of three geological
second concept supplements the first one: traced concepts: the mineral deposits belong to the
perspective discordant areas have to belong to the nodes penetrable areas of earth crust; the homogeneous
of periodic spatial grid. The last one is frequently formed areas form the coaxial structures with determined
by family of regional fractures. special periodicity; the mineral deposits cause the

According to the third concept the local lineament anomaly of variance of geological and geophysical
structures are generalized in the regional scale (from 1:25 detection.
000 and less) in spiral formations. The last ones are
interpreted as the trace of spiral waves which are the Resume: The remote sensing data (satellite images and
result of spontaneous dissipative structurization of the airphotos) are not just pictures which admit the standard
geological environment under condition of non- methods of images processing. These data could be
equilibrium distribution of density heterogeneities. considered as the geological scalar field of optical density
Tracing the spiral formations is based on the template, which is recomputed into numerical parameters of
computed by the parametrical equation: landscape and latent numerical parameters of geological

, where r is radius of particular media. This point of view allows to develop the methods

part of spiral, [phi] is angle in polar system of coordinates,
C , C  are some empirical constants. Considering1 2

branches of spiral as the front of a spiral waves, we
suppose the position of anomalous geological object (ore
deposit) coincides with one of points of this front.
Obviously, the anomalous on its physical and chemical
properties object causes in its vicinity the anomalous
variance of value of the direct and indirect geological and
geophysical detections. This is the forecast detection
which one can use under minimum a priori information, i.e.

of quantitative interpretation of remote sensing data
which we consider as the outlook of our research.
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